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I have been avoiding this one, because I have better things to do than respond to every fake event the
mainstream comes up with to divert us. To the extent I take it seriously, we have been diverted. But
since I have already so thoroughly bludgeoned the mainstream in the past week, with a barrage of
stunning papers, there is no possible way they could claim even the smallest victory right now, no
matter what I do.
Even so, I will waste as little time as possible on this theater, letting a link to the New York Post do
most of my work for me. There, under the title “Chilling images show students at Salvador Ramos'
HS pretending to be dead during active shooter drill”, we find the Post telling you the event was a fake
without telling you. In other words, they can't just come out and tell you the whole thing was staged by
Intel: it is against the Phoenician rules of engagement to do that. But since the Post is owned by a
competing team, they are allowed to push back in smaller ways, giving you all the clues but not reading
them for you.
In that article, they show many pictures from a major active shooter drill run just a few weeks before
the event at Uvalde High School. We see officers pointing fake guns at students, students running
away, and students pretending to be dead. Even better, they admit the drill was run by Uvalde police
officer Ruben Ruiz, whose wife was allegedly killed in the event two months later.

Strangely, they have already changed the picture of Ruiz, since when I first saw the article late last
night, the picture of him was far larger and included his wife. They have downsized the photo and
moved it to a sidebar, I guess to make it seem less obvious they are outing this event as fake.
The wife's name is Eva Mireles, so they don't have the same last name. My guess is they removed the
original image from the Post because it was a paste-up and was a little too obvious.
So now we see why Uvalde was chosen for this latest fake news event: it already had a heavy spook
presence. The Intel agencies were already busy there. We find more evidence of that from the fact that
Robb elementary and other Uvalde schools had been locked down 48 times in 2021. We are told that
was due to the border crisis and human smuggling, but Uvalde isn't on the border. It is about an hour
away by car. And besides, the whole border crisis is also manufactured. If Uvalde schools were being
locked down for any real reason beyond fear creation, it was in preparation for this event.
It is also worth remembering that Uvalde is part of the old King Ranch, run since the 1850s by very
wealthy German Jews, many of them from nobility. That is where Matthew McConaughey comes
from. Here he is consoling the inconsolable people of Uvalde:

Those poor grief-stricken people!
For other clues, see officer Erik Estrada of Uvalde, involved in this event. Those of you who are my
age will remember actor Erik Estrada who played motorcycle cop Ponch in ChiPs, back in the late
1970s. Since most people with that name spell it Eric, we are being given a huge clue here. It is the
usual CIA joke. They have to pack these events with fake names, and they love messing with us while
they do it. It is one of the joys of being a spook, I guess. As another example, one of the victims was
named Miranda Mathis, as a little shout out to me personally.
On a people search for Eva Mireles of Uvalde, I found that the Mireles family there is related to the
Barrons. Barron is a Marrano name, meaning it is Jewish. It is a variant of Barent, as in Barent-Cohen.
See actor Sacha Baron-Cohen, aka Borat, whose family was originally Barent. So this fake event was
run using local Hispanics, but they appear to be half-Jewish, as we would have predicted going in.
This Eva Mireles is also related to a Dora Hanson, who has James Abbott on her list. How's that for a
huge clue? Do you see it? Not only is Abbott a major peerage name, linking us to the King Ranch and
huge wealth, it just happens to be the name of the current Governor of Texas.

So I guess this paper was worth writing after all.
Remember, Governor Greg Abbott's wife Cecilia Phalen is Hispanic. She is from San Antonio, which
is just about a hour away from Uvalde.
This James Abbott is related to two Thomas Abbotts of Medina, TX, one 67 and one 78. We know
because they are all related to a June Abbott and a Terry Abbott. Can we link these people to governor
Greg Abbott? Well, if we do a search on him, we find he has been scrubbed. Only one relative is
listed, an Audrey Abbott. That's pretty strange by itself, since we would expect his wife to be listed.
Audrey is his adopted daughter, and she is also scrubbed down to her father's name. No Cecilia on her
page either. A search for Cecilia Abbott pulls up a blank, as does Cecilia Phalen. The closest I get is a
Celia Abbott of California. Wikipedia also scrubs the parents of Cecilia Abbott. Kind of strange that
the big computer has never heard of the first lady of Texas. Intelius has also never heard of her.
Remember, these are the same big computers that have never heard of our new Supreme Court Justice,
Ketanji Brown-Jackson. The big computers now know everything about us, down to our buying habits,
sexual quirks, and mole patterns, but they have never heard of this Supreme Court Justice or the First
Lady of Texas.
So let's search on that Elizabeth Herrington on James Abbott's list. She is a goldmine, since
Instantcheckmate lists about 100 relatives, including the surnames Garcia, Dimler, Dicenzo, Dearmott,
Broguiere, Avodah, Abbott, Ford, Fuller, Garay, Guidry, Harris, Hernandez, Holley, Kartune,
Mccaffrey, Mielke, Richards, Rios, Saleh, Salinas, Schwalm, and Wheeler. That list is rife with more
red flags, since many of those names are Jewish and/or peerage. Does the Holley link us to Buddy
Holly, who was actually a Holley? Probably, since I have already linked Buddy to the King Ranch
people in my paper on him. He was Jewish Texas royalty like the rest of these people.
The only name we didn't get was Jacks: Greg Abbott's mother's name. So let's search on her. No Doris
Abbott of Wichita Falls or Duncanville comes up. No Doris Abbott in all of Texas related to a Calvin.
No Doris Jacks related to Abbotts. What about Greg's father, Calvin Rodger Abbott? Already looks
like a fake name since it is normally spelled Roger or Rodgers, not Rodger. I find a probable match
with a Calvin H. Abbott of Austin and Utah, since Greg Abbott also has ties to Salt Lake City.

But notice that would mean they faked the middle name. Calvin is related to Kenneth and Dorothy
Abbott, not Doris, so my guess is they fudged that as well. This guy is listed a second time as Abbott
W. Calvin of Austin, and we know it is the same guy because both are related to a woman named Lani.
If this guy is Greg Abbott's father, we have to ask why he existed under an alias. So let's follow that
Lani Abbott.

Both those women are the same person, since they both have Longmont and Albany on their lists, and
both have the same middle initials. She links us to a Persephone Abbott and a Keith Abbott. Keith
Abbott links us to. . . Elizabeth Herrington. We just saw her related to the people in Uvalde.

How do we know this is the right Keith Abbott, or that he is related to Greg Abbott? Notice the
Duncanville listing under locations. That is where Greg Abbott went to high school. So these are his
relatives.
We have come full circle. I have now linked Elizabeth Herrington to a Calvin H. Abbott of Austin, and
Greg Abbott's father was Calvin Abbott. So I have proved that Governor Greg Abbott has close
relatives involved in this event in Uvalde. He is related to Eva Mireles, alleged victim, through this
Elizabeth Herrington.
Added July 9, 2022: The mayor of Uvalde, Don McLaughlin, is now spilling the beans on the event,

though I expect he will soon be silenced in some fashion. He just told the Texas Senate under oath that
DPS was in charge of the event and that he didn't trust them. He said,
At this point, I don’t know what to believe and what not to believe. I lost confidence because
the narrative changed from DPS so many times and when we asked questions, we weren’t
getting answers. . . I think it's a cover up.

Hmmm. Could he be any clearer, short of admitting it was hoaxed? He admits there was an order not
to engage for one hour and 17 minutes. Though it is doubtful that order originated with Texas DPS.
Why would DPS be in charge and why would DPS give such an order? DPS is in charge of driver's
licenses, vehicle inspection, and now handgun licensing. Which gives you a big clue. But still, DPS is
not the agency in charge of active shooters. That would be a SWAT team sent out by some police
agency, and we know Uvalde had their own SWAT team, since it was reported in the New York Post.
We may assume the Feds beat them to the scene, but how did that happen? It is admitted the shooter
was allowed to fire off shots for 12 minutes outside the school without being challenged by police
already on the scene, and allowed to enter the school through a “broken” door. Which indicates the
stand-down order was already in effect from the very beginning, which means the Feds were already
there before the shooter entered the school. How did the Feds get there so fast? Did they chopper in
from San Antonio in under five minutes, or are we supposed to believe the Feds just have agents across
the street from every public school in America?
Of course all of this confirms the event was staged. Matthew McConaughey was probably choppered
in in the first five minutes as well, to blab about gun control and put pomade in his hair and smile like a
Cheshire cat.

ALERRT has now published a report on the Uvalde hoax, and there we learn the shooter entered the
building at exactly 11:33:00. What are the odds? Additionally, we are supposed to believe he went
directly to room 111, though it wasn't closest to the entry point and wasn't recommended by any other
distinguishing feature, other than that is was part of aces and eights.
No comment on why 11 UPD officers were the first ones into the school, and not the SWAT team.
Also no indication of why the Feds who were obviously there didn't lead the charge. According to the
report, the three lead officers were fired upon by the shooter at the door of room 111, and—despite
wearing body armor and being heavily armed—all eleven retreated. This of course contradicts the
reports of a stand down for almost an hour and a half. The shooter has by now fired about 140 rounds,
so we have to wonder just how much ammo he carried in. Did he—like the UT shooter—have a
footlocker and a dolly? Eighteen minutes in, we are told all the local police in the area are there, but
still not a mention of the Feds, who we know were there. Two minutes later the ballistic shields arrive
and also a special agent from the DPS, though we aren't sure why he is taking the heat here. Was he
there to check driver's licenses? Border Patrol now arrives, which is just as ridiculous. They are not
the ranking or appropriate Feds for an event of this nature. We they there to check Visas and do trunk
inspections? So this whole story is an obvious diversion away from the Feds you know were there:
CIA/FBI/Homeland. Then nothing happens for about an hour, until an “ad hoc” team, unnamed, takes
out the shooter. That's it. The report of the event ends there.

